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Abstract 
 
This thesis proposes a new method to achieve fast handover between access points for a 
mobile client.  

The focus is on the situation in LKAB’s iron ore mine in Kiruna. In the mine an 802.11g 
wireless network is used to remotely control unmanned mobile loaders. Instead of using the 
standard implementation of the 802.11 handoff function the thesis presents a method where 
the distance from the mobile client to an access point is used to determine when the client 
should handoff to a new access point.  

The distance to an access point can be determined by letting the mobile client inspect the 
beacon messages that are sent out by all access points at regular intervals. In simulator tests 
this method was found to produce both faster handoff times as well as a more predictable 
handoff pattern in a situation that resembles the mine. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 
Wireless local area network solutions based on 802.11 technologies are expected to remain 
popular. In order to have truly mobile access in these networks a mobile client must be able to 
handoff from one access point to another without interruption in the current session. This is 
especially true for real-time applications like voice over IP, streaming video and interactive 
process control where packet drops or long delays can lead to an unacceptable degradation in 
performance. Most commercial implementations of the 802.11 protocol use signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR) to decide when to handover to a new access point. This solution work quite well 
for 802.11b networks but in networks that use the newer 802.11g protocol the SNR-solution 
can in some cases, where the access points are located close to each other and have 
overlapping radio coverage, be ineffective because of the problem in predicting variations in 
the signal strength. 
 

1.2 Goals 
The aim of the thesis is to study the handoff capabilities of the current 802.11b and 802.11g 
protocols. Following this, an alternative method to achieve fast handoff will be proposed 
where special attention is taken to make it effective in LKAB’s iron ore mines. To verify the 
proposed method it will be implemented in a network simulator. 
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2 Background 

2.1 The IEEE 802.11b/g protocol 
The 802.11b protocol, ratified in 1999, supports data rates of 11, 5.5, 2 and 1 Mbit/s. It uses 
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) as modulation technique. This is a technique that 
spreads the data over a wider bandwidth using a pseudo noise (PN) sequence. The benefit of 
this modulation technique is that the transmission is less sensitive to interference and it can be 
transmitted with less power [1]. 

 
Figure 2.1: Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). Modulation is done by shifting the 

center transmit frequency.  
 
In 2003 an amendment to the IEEE 802.11 protocol was made which resulted in the 802.11g 
protocol. The 802.11g protocol supports data rates up to 54 Mbit/s and is backward 
compatible with the 802.11b protocol. 802.11g uses a different modulation technique than 
802.11b called Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). OFDM sends data 
over several orthogonal sub carriers. This way of transmission is more efficient then DSSS 
which allows for the higher data rate 802.11g supports [1].  OFDM is also more suited to 
harsh wireless environments as it is less susceptible to interference and fading caused by 
multipath propagation. 

 
Figure 2.2: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). The data signal is divided 

across several separate sub-carriers. 
 

2.2 The handoff procedure 
The handoff procedure is the mechanism where physical layer connectivity and state 
information in respect to a mobile client is transferred from one access point to another new 
access point. The IEEE 802.11b/g standards does not specify how to implement handoff, 
instead it is the responsibility of the manufacturers of the hardware to implement a suitable 
handover mechanism. In most commercial hardware the handoff consists of two different 
phases, the discovery phase and the reauthentication phase [7]. The discovery phase is 
initiated when the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) from the current access point has degraded to a 
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point where reliable connectivity is no longer guaranteed and the mobile client needs to find a 
new access point to associate to. To find a new access point the mobile clients scans all 
potential access points in range. The scan can be either passive or active. During a passive 
scan the mobile client listens for beacon packets sent out periodically by all access points at 
regular intervals. An active scan is performed by broadcasting a probe request packet to all 
access points and thus forcing the access points to reply with a probe response packet. The 
benefit with an active scanning is that the mobile client doesn’t need to wait for a beacon 
message to arrive but the drawback is that the extra probe messages sent adds extra overhead 
on the network. Both the beacon packets and the probe response packets can be used to 
measure the SNR value from the sending access points and the mobile client can use these 
values to create a priority list of potential new access points.  

If the scan resulted in a list with better access points than the current one, the mobile client 
enters the reauthentication phase. The reauthentication phase consists of two steps, 
authentication and reassociation. First the mobile client sends an authentication request, which 
is a way for the mobile client to prove its identity, to the access point that has been deemed to 
be the best according to the priority list. The access point then sends back a positive or 
negative authentication response message depending on whether the mobile client could prove 
its identity or not. Upon successful authentication the mobile client sends a reassociation 
request message to the new access point. Reassociation is the process of transferring state 
information from the old access point to the new one and this is usually achieved by an IAPP 
(Inter Access Point Protocol). When the reassociation is done the mobile client has 
successfully switched association from one access point to another and can resume sending 
and receiving data through the new access point. 
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Figure 2.3: Sequence of messages sent during a typical handoff. 

 

2.3 Overview of proposed fast handoff methods 
There have been some proposals on how to make the handoff more efficient and with shorter 
delay by making adjustments to the procedure described above. A common way to reduce the 
chance of a sudden loss of connectivity is to instead of waiting until the connectivity is 
threatened the mobile client initiates a scan when the SNR value passes a pre-defined 
minimum threshold [2]. One problem that can arise with this method is if the mobile client is 
in the coverage of two or more access points with equal signal strength. Then only small 
movements by the mobile client may trigger handover back and forth between the access 
points in range, this is called the ping-pong effect.  

One way to solve the ping-pong problem is to use a second threshold [2]. If the SNR value 
of the currently associated access point drops below the first threshold, the client will start to 
scan for an alternative access point. If an access point with a better signal is detected the 
mobile client will not immediately switch to the new one. Instead it will wait until the signal 
strength of the new access point is a certain value � above the associated access point before 
handover is initiated. This will avoid the ping-pong effect when the mobile client is in an area 
where the signal strength of two or more access points is equal. Another proposed method for 
solving the ping-pong problem is to have a time threshold instead of a SNR threshold [3]. If 
the mobile clients SNR value drops below the signal threshold and a stronger signal is 
detected, it will start a persist timer. If the signal strength of the newly detected access point is 
still stronger after the persist timer has reached the time threshold, a handover is initiated 
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otherwise the mobile client stays associated with the current access point. This ensures that 
the mobile client always will stay a specified amount of time associated with an access point 
and not ping-pong between them. 
 

 
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the use of a second threshold. Handoff is not initiated until time T4 

even though the signal strength from S2 is greater at time T1. 
 
A different method to detect when to do handover that does not measure the SNR value is to 
look for lost frames. Frames can be lost due to several reasons, collisions, radio signal fading 
or the access point is out of range. It has been shown that three consecutive collisions are very 
unlikely even if there is heavy traffic [4]. This means that if a frame and its two consecutive 
retransmissions are lost, collisions is unlikely to be the cause of failure and the mobile client 
can immediately start to look for alternative access points. This method will, however, only be 
possible if the mobile client is sending data. If it is receiving data the mobile client has to 
track the beacon frames that are sent out by access points at regular intervals to determine if it 
has no data addressed to it or if it is out of range. But since also beacons can collide the 
mobile client has to wait for more than one beacon to be lost before it can assume that the 
access point is out of range. The default time interval that beacons are sent out at is 100 ms 
which means that there can be a significant delay before the mobile client has determined that 
it is out of range by analysing beacons. Tests have shown that the beacon interval can be 
reduced to 60 ms without the cost of increased overhead [4]. 

A method to speed up the process of finding a new access point with stronger signal 
strength is to use a selective channel scanning method [5]. The default method is to scan all 
available channels. This is done by sending a probe request message on the channel to scan 
and then wait for MaxChannelTime. MaxChannelTime is the maximum time to wait for 
responses to the probe request message. To avoid interference between adjacent access points 
in 802.11b network configurations, different channels are assigned to adjacent access points 
e.g. channel 1, 6, 11. This fact can be used by utilizing a neighbour graph that stores 
information about each access points used channels as well as the overall topology. The 
neighbour graph is configured manually or can be automatically generated by each access 
point over time. When a mobile client is about to scan for new access points it first retrieves 
the neighbour graph from the current access point. It then chooses to scan only those channels 
that are in use by the adjacent access points. Instead of waiting for MaxChannelTime on each 
channel it uses the information from the neighbour graph and waits only until it has received 
the same number of probe responses as the number of active access points in the channel. 
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The two methods described above both try to achieve fast handover by minimizing the 
time it takes to detect signal loss and search for new access points. Another approach is to 
minimize the authentication latency. This can be done by letting the mobile client perform 
authentication procedures for multiple access points instead of the current one [6]. However 
the time benefit for using this pre-authentication scheme is not that great. Measurements of 
the handover delays show that the authentication delay is only a small fraction of the total 
delay, where the probe delay is the dominating delay [7]. 
 

2.4 Situation in LKAB’s iron ore mine 
Today, LKAB are using a wireless communication system called WUCS (Wireless 
Underground Communication System) in their mine in Kiruna. The network is used to 
remotely manage mobile loaders and drilling equipment through data and video streaming. In 
the future LKAB wishes to replace WUCS with standardized wireless LAN technology, e.g. 
WLAN using the 802.11 standard. The benefit would be standardized network with both 
cheaper equipment and higher bandwidth. Today the WUCS system supports data rates up to 
1 Mbit/s.  

During 2005 measurements where conducted in the mine to determine the efficiency of 
802.11b and 802.11g WLAN. The WLAN in the mine is set up with one access point at each 
entrance to a crosscut to give coverage in both the field tunnel and the crosscut. 
 
 

 
Figure 2.5: Location of access points in the field tunnel. 

 
The measurements where done by moving along the tunnels and sensing the signal strength 

from the access points and at which locations the client handed over to a new access point. 
This was done with a laptop equipped with a WLAN-card. In the case of 802.11b the roaming 
pattern was found to be acceptable [8]. As the client moves away from the currently 
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associated access point in the field tunnel the SNR decreases until it reaches the threshold and 
the client handover to a new access point [9]. However when 802.11g was tested in the mine 
it was found out that the roaming didn’t behave as expected. The client continued to stay 
associated with the first access point even though the client moved far away from it in the 
field tunnel. This behaviour causes problem when the client turns into one of the crosscuts. As 
the client does, the signal strength from the associated access point drops off rapidly and the 
client loses connection and have to start searching for a new access point resulting in an 
extended loss of connectivity. The plot of the signal strength from the first associated access 
point when the client is moving through the field tunnel shows that the signal strength is very 
good throughout the entire field tunnel [8]. This is due to the 802.11g protocols ability to give 
good coverage even if there is a lot of interference. To minimize the interference from 
adjacent access points, adaptive signal strength is used in the mines WLAN. This is done by 
installing a central switch that supervises the entire WLAN. The switch limits the output 
effect of all access points with no clients associated. This feature has also been concluded to 
further limit the effectiveness of SNR based handoff functions. 

The conclusions of the measurements in the mine was that if 802.11g is used, any handoff 
algorithm that uses SNR to decide when to handover will not perform as intended as it is 
unlikely to handover to the access point that covers the crosscuts in time. 

 
Figure 2.6: Plot of the signal strength in the field tunnel, 802.11g radio. 
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3 Methods 
To make handover more predictable in a mine environment I have decided to use the time it 
takes a beacon frame to travel from an access point to the mobile client as a criterion for when 
to do handoff. This will give an estimate about the distance to an access point and it ensures 
that the mobile client always stays associated with the closest access point. Since all access 
points are placed in front of an entrance to a crosscut, when the mobile client turns into one of 
the crosscuts it will always be associated with the access point covering the current crosscut. 
This will make it unlikely that the mobile client suddenly moves out of sight from its 
associated access point. 
 

3.1 Analysis of beacon frames 
Beacon frames are sent out at regular intervals by access points to announce their presence as 
well as giving information about the network. Table 1 shows the information fields available 
in a beacon frame. 
 

Table 1 -Beacon frame body [10] 
Order Information 

1 Timestamp 
2 Beacon interval 
3 Capability information 
4 SSID 
5 Supported rates 
6 FH Parameter set 
7 DS Parameter set 
8 CF Parameter set 
9 IBSS Parameter set 
10 TIM 

 
The first information field is the interesting one; it contains a timestamp from when the frame 
was created. The timestamp is a 64-bit value; its purpose is to let all associated clients use it to 
synchronize their clocks to the network clocks. But it can in this case also be used to measure 
the time it took the beacon to travel from an access point to the mobile client. The mobile 
client listens for beacon frames from all available access points. When a beacon frame is 
received by the mobile client the timestamp is inspected and the value is subtracted from the 
mobile client’s current time value. This gives a value that is a measure of how far away the 
access point is. This is then repeated for every beacon that the mobile client receives. To get a 
more accurate measurement of the distance the time values are collected over a certain time 
and a mean value is calculated for each access point. Commercial access points are delivered 
with a default beacon interval of 100 ms [4]. To get a good measurement of the distance, 
beacons are collected over 1 second. This gives about 10 collected beacon frames from which 
the mean time value is calculated.  
 

3.2 My improved handover method 
When the mobile client is first turned on and not associated to any access point it uses the 
standard method of finding a suitable access point by scanning all channels and associates 
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with the access point that has the strongest signal. When the mobile client has been associated 
with an access point, beacon frames from all access points that are in range during the one 
second time frame are collected and the detected access points are stored in a list. When the 
time frame has passed, the mean time value is calculated for each access point that the client 
has received beacon frames from. If the mobile client hasn’t received any beacon frames from 
an access point in the list during the time frame, this access point is assumed to be out of 
range and is removed from the list of access points. The mobile client then compare the time 
value of the currently associated access point with the time values of all detected access points. 
If a time value from any non-associated access point is found to be lower then the time value 
from the currently associated access point the mobile client performs a disassociation from the 
current access point and begin authentication and reassociation with the access point that was 
found to have the lowest time value.  

If the mobile client, during operation, would move outside the range of all access points it 
will revert back to scanning all channels until it finds an access point again. 

Because the mobile client continuously keep track of every access point in range, when the 
decision to do handover is made the time it will take to complete the task can be greatly 
reduced compared to the standard method. Measurements of the latencies incurred by handoff 
shows that the most prominent delay is the probe delay where the mobile client scans all 
available channels. The probe delay accounts for more than 90% of the overall handoff delay 
[7]. The remaining 10% of the delay is because of the time it takes to authenticate and 
reassociate with the new access point.  
 

3.3 Tools 
In order to evaluate my improved handover method QualNet version 3.9.5 was used. QualNet 
is a commercial network simulator designed to simulate and gather statistics from different 
types of wired or wireless networks. Microsoft Visual Studio .NET was also used since the 
code for QualNet had to be modified and recompiled. 
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4 Limitations in the proposed method 

4.1 Multipath propagation problem 
The use of distance as handoff criterion assumes that the closest access point always gives the 
best signal strength. If the path between the client and the access point is obscured by 
obstacles so that multipath propagation occurs, the station would still choose this access point 
for association even though the quality of the signal is much lower than from the current 
access point. This is because the quality of the signal in terms of SNR or the presence of bit 
errors is not considered at all. To avoid bad performance in the wireless network it is therefore 
important to set up the access points in a way that eliminates the chances that multipath 
propagation occurs. 
 

4.2 Synchronization problem 
Another potential problem that can cause a bad handoff decision to be made can happen if the 
involved hardware doesn’t have their clocks synchronized. Clocks can be out of 
synchronization if they are not set accurately when the network is started or they can drift 
over time. Because of the short distances the beacons have to travel before they are sampled, 
even small deviations in clock synchronization between access points and the mobile client 
could cause the client to make a bad handoff decision. It is therefore important that the clocks 
in all involved hardware are synchronized. This could be achieved by letting all access points 
synchronize their clocks through a NTP (Network Time Protocol) server through the 
backbone network. The mobile client can then have its clock set through the associated access 
point. Like the beacon timestamps the NTP timestamps is a 64-bit value. 32-bits of this value 
represents the seconds while the remaining 32-bits is used to represent the fraction of a second. 
This gives a theoretical accuracy of 2-32 seconds which is about 0.233 nanoseconds.  
 

4.3 Different channels problem 
My method is not able to listen to beacon frames sent from access points that operates on a 
different channel than the current access point. This is a problem when using 802.11b radio 
because adjacent access points must have their channels separated into three non-overlapping 
frequency ranges otherwise there will be problems with interference between access points. 
When 802.11g radio is used there is no need to use different channels. Here the interference 
between access points on the same channel will increase the signal propagation and gives 
smoother signal levels throughout the covered area. The access points that are in use in the 
mines WLAN are all using the same channel because of the better signal propagation as well 
as using only one channel eliminates the work of having to optimize the assignments of 
channels to different access points. 

If 802.11b radio is used in the network the method needs to be modified to be able to listen 
to different channels as well, otherwise it will never be able to recognize those access points 
using other channels. The problem could be solved by letting the mobile client switch to 
another channel just before a beacon arrive on that channel, and then switch back again 
immediately after it has received the beacon [2]. This requires that the mobile client is 
synchronized with the timing of beacon broadcasts on each channel so it can switch channel 
just in time before a beacon is about to arrive. 
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5 Results 

5.1 Prerequisite 
To validate my method I have performed different tests in the QualNet simulator. The first 
test was to prove that the default handoff method used by QualNet uses signal strength to 
determine when to do handover. For this test four access points where placed in a square, the 
distance between them where set so that their radio ranges just overlapped. The test was then 
repeated with different bandwidths so that the effective radio range of the access points 
changed. The chosen bandwidths for this test were 6, 24 and 54 Mbps. When the effective 
range of the access points changed their positions were also modified so their radio range’s 
still just overlapped. 
 

 
Figure 5.1: Positions of the access points for the first test. 
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Figure 5.2: Movement pattern of the mobile client. 

 
At first I let the mobile client move in a pattern so it passed all four access points. See 

figure 5.2. I then measured at what distance the mobile client performed handoff from the 
current access point for each bandwidth setting. The following results were obtained. 
 

Table 2 – Handoff distance 
Bandwidth 

(Mbps) 
Distance (m) 

6 446 
24 326 
54 122 

 
If the obtained values are plotted in a graph, the graph shows that there is a linear relation 

between the bandwidth and the distance at which the mobile client switches access point. The 
linear relation shows that QualNet uses signal strength to determine when to do handover in 
the same way most commercial implementations of the 802.11 protocol does.  
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For the second test I use the same setup of access points and bandwidth settings as before 
but this time I alter between QualNets handoff method and my own. I let the mobile client 
move between waypoint 1 and 5 in figure 5.2.  

 
The speed of the mobile client in this test is about 2.5 m/s. When the access points are 

placed at maximum distance from each other as figure 5.1 shows both the standard handoff 
method and my handoff method performs equally. Handoff occurs when the signal strength 
has degraded too much or when the distance to a new access point is shorter than to the 
current one; in this case this happens about the same time. 

The third test was done to prove that my handoff method is capable of choosing a different 
access point even if the mobile client’s position is covered by the currently associated access 
point. The access points were placed so close to each other that all four access points were 
within the range of a single access point. Like the two previous test runs the bandwidth were 
altered between 6, 24 and 54 Mbps and the speed of the mobile client was set to about 2.5 m/s.  
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Figure 5.3: Positions of the access points for the third test. 

 
The observation from this test was that with the standard handoff method the mobile client 

never did any handover from the current access point. This was expected since the mobile 
clients entire path lies within the first access points radio range. When I switch to my handoff 
method the mobile client did however switch to a new access point as soon it was closer to 
another one.  
 

5.2 Collected data 
To collect data, a scenario like the ones in the figures above was set up with varying distances 
between the access points. The path of the mobile client was like in figure 5.2 and the speed 
of the mobile client was 2.5 m/s. Both 802.11b radio and 802.11g radio was used in the test 
runs. 
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5.2.1 Time to complete a handoff, b-radio 

5.2.1.1 5.5Mbps bandwidth 

 
Figure 5.4: Positions of the access points, 5.5Mbps bandwidth. 

 

 
Figure 5.5: Approximate signal strength levels, my handoff method 5.5Mbps bandwidth. 
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Figure 5.6: Approximate signal strength levels, standard handoff method 5.5Mbps bandwidth. 

 
Table 3 – Handoff times, 5.5Mbps 

Handoff 
number 

Std handoff My handoff 

1 621 621 
2 620 4 
3 622 4 
4 621 4 
5 621 4 
6 - 4 
7 - 4 
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5.2.1.2 11Mbps bandwidth 

 
Figure 5.7: Positions of the access points, 11Mbps bandwidth. 

 

 
Figure 5.8: Approximate signal strength levels, my handoff method 11Mbps bandwidth. 
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Figure 5.9: Approximate signal strength levels, standard handoff method 11Mbps bandwidth. 

 
Table 4 – Handoff times, 11Mbps 

Handoff 
number 

Std handoff My handoff 

1 621 621 
2 620 4 
3 620 4 
4 621 4 
5 - 4 
6 - 4 
7 - 4 
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5.2.2 Time to complete a handoff, g-radio 

5.2.2.1 24Mbps bandwidth 

 
 

Figure 5.10: Positions of the access points, 24Mbps bandwidth. 
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Figure 5.11: Approximate signal strength levels, my handoff method 24Mbps bandwidth. 
 

 
Figure 5.12: Approximate signal strength levels, standard handoff method 24Mbps bandwidth. 

 
Table 5 – Handoff times, 24Mbps 

Handoff 
number 

Std handoff My handoff 

1 620 620 
2 619 3 
3 619 3 
4 - 3 
5 - 3 
6 - 3 
7 - 3 
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5.2.2.2 54Mbps bandwidth 

 
 

Figure 5.13: Positions of the access points, 54Mbps bandwidth. 
 

 
Figure 5.14: Approximate signal strength levels, my handoff method 54Mbps bandwidth. 
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Figure 5.15: Approximate signal strength levels, standard handoff method 54Mbps bandwidth. 

 
Table 6 – Handoff times, 54Mbps 

Handoff 
number 

Std handoff My handoff 

1 620 620 
2 619 3 
3 620 3 
4 619 3 
5 620 3 
6 620 3 
7 - 3 

 
The longer time for the first handoff in my method is due to the need of scanning all 

available channels to find the first access point. In all subsequent handoffs the only things that 
need to be done to complete the handoff is to send an authentication and a reassociation 
request to the new access point. 

5.2.3 Statistics 
The statistics were collected by letting the backbone network send data to the mobile client at 
a constant bit rate (CBR). Each packet was 512 bytes large and the client took the same path 
as in the previous test runs. 
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5.2.3.1 b-radio 
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Figure 5.16: Number of handoffs to average packet loss ratio. 

 
Table 7 – Statistics 802.11b my handoff 
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Figure 5.17: Number of handoffs to average packet loss ratio. 

 2Mbps 5.5Mbps 11Mbps 
Total packets sent 1498 1498 1498 

Total packets received 1476 1490 1489 
Number of handoffs 7 8 8 

Avg. packet loss per handoff 3.14 1 1.13 
Throughput (Server) (bits/s) 8192 8192 8192 
Throughput (Client) (bits/s) 8070 8148 8148 

Average End-to-End Delay (s) 0.01063 0.00753 0.00685 
Average Jitter (s) 0.01541 0.00574 0.00699 
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Table 8 – Statistics 802.11b standard handoff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.2.3.2 g-radio 
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Figure 5.18: Number of handoffs to average packet loss ratio. 

 
Table 9 – Statistics 802.11g my handoff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 2Mbps 5.5Mbps 11Mbps 
Total packets sent 1498 1498 1498 

Total packets received 1483 1476 1477 
Number of handoffs 4 6 3 

Avg. packet loss per handoff 3.75 3.67 7 
Throughput (Server) (bits/s) 8192 8192 8192 
Throughput (Client) (bits/s) 8110 8071 8077 

Average End-to-End Delay (s) 0.00954 0.00702 0.00736 
Average Jitter (s) 0.01366 0.01558 0.01641 

 6Mbps 24Mbps 54Mbps 
Total packets sent 1498 1498 408 

Total packets received 1490 1488 372 
Number of handoffs 8 8 10 

Avg. packet loss per handoff 1 1.25 3.6 
Throughput (Server) (bits/s) 8192 8192 8192 
Throughput (Client) (bits/s) 8148 8137 7469 

Average End-to-End Delay (s) 0.00599 0.00486 0.00566 
Average Jitter (s) 0.00546 0.00714 0.08108 
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Standard handoff, g-radio
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Figure 5.19: Number of handoffs to average packet loss ratio. 

 
Table 10 – Statistics 802.11g standard handoff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

These results don’t show any significant differences between my method and the standard 
method in regards of packet loss during handover when using a low bandwidth setting. When 
a higher bandwidth setting is used the standard method loses some more packets at each 
handoff, this could become an issue if there is a large number of handoffs. 
 

5.3 Discussion of results 
The use of remotely controlled equipment in the mine requires the handoff to be as short as 
possible since any prolonged periods without connectivity can make it impossible to control 
the equipment in a safe way, unlike office applications where longer delays can be accepted. 
It has been estimated that in order to safely control the equipment the handoff delays should 
not be longer than 50ms. By using active scanning to find a new access point it is very hard to 
achieve this low handoff delay because of the number of channels to scan and the fact that this 
method doesn’t store any information about access points that are heard during the non-
scanning phase. The improvements to the standard 802.11 handoff function proposed in this 
thesis doesn’t use active scanning and have in a simulator environment produced a handoff 
delay of only 3-4ms. It is noteworthy that in the simulator the tests were done in an open 
space with no walls or other obstacles so the conditions where perfect. In a real life 
implementation of the method the delay will probably be longer depending on how the 

 6Mbps 24Mbps 54Mbps 
Total packets sent 1498 1498 408 

Total packets received 1488 1477 362 
Number of handoffs 8 3 5 

Avg. packet loss per handoff 1.25 7 9.2 
Throughput (Server) (bits/s) 8192 8192 8192 
Throughput (Client) (bits/s) 8137 8077 7268 

Average End-to-End Delay (s) 0.00752 0.00559 0.00861 
Average Jitter (s) 0.01363 0.01348 0.12246 
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authentication and reassociation are implemented and the conditions will be worse. Tests 
conducted on the standard implementation of the 802.11 handoff method have shown that 
from a total handoff delay of 300 – 500ms, 90% of the delay is due to scanning [7]. This 
suggests that it still would be possible to have a handoff delay less than 50ms in a real life 
implementation of the proposed handoff method.  

The low handoff delay in combination with the ability to associate to the closest access 
point independently of signal strength will make this proposed method more suitable to use in 
a mine environment like LKAB’s iron ore mine in Kiruna than the current implementation of 
the 802.11 handoff method. A low handoff delay means better response and safer handling of 
the remotely controlled equipment in the mine. If the client is always associated to the closest 
access point the possibilities of the client to experience a sudden drop in signal strength will 
be minimized. This will also improve the performance of real time control applications over 
the standard implementation of the 802.11 handoff method. 
 

5.4 Future work 
To only use time and distance as handoff criterion is not entirely reliable in a non-ideal 
environment. There is no guarantee that the closest access point will give the best signal 
strength. In the worst case there could be a situation where the closest access point could 
barely be heard by the mobile client and the mobile client would still choose to do handover 
to this new access point. To be effective in a non-ideal environment a heuristics that can take 
bit errors into account and omit access points from which the signal is too bad needs to be 
implemented for improved performance. 
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Appendix 1 
This is the code that mainly modifies the client side of QualNets 802.11 protocol to use 
distance to access point as handoff criterion. 
 
// Station related structures.  
// Stations AP list. Stores information about each AP heard by a station. 
typedef  struct  struct_mac_dot11_StationsAp { 
 NodeAddress    apAddr; 
 int       beaconPacketsGot; 
 clocktype    beaconTravelTime; 
} DOT11_StationsAp; 
 
typedef  struct  struct_mac_dot11_StationsApListItem { 
 DOT11_StationsAp* data; 
 struct  struct_mac_dot11_StationsApListItem* prev; 
 struct  struct_mac_dot11_StationsApListItem* next; 
} DOT11_StationsApListItem; 
 
typedef  struct  struct_mac_dot11_StationsApList { 
 int  size; 
 DOT11_StationsApListItem* first; 
 DOT11_StationsApListItem* last; 
} DOT11_StationsApList; 
 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
//  NAME:        MacDot11ProcessBeacon 
//  PURPOSE:     A station (IBSS, BSS station, AP/P C) receives a beacon. 
// 
//  PARAMETERS:  Node* node 
//                  Pointer to node 
//               MacDataDot11* dot11 
//                  Pointer to Dot11 structure 
//               Message* msg 
//                  Received beacon message 
//  RETURN:      None 
//  ASSUMPTION:  None 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
static  // inline 
void  MacDot11ProcessBeacon( 
    Node* node, 
    MacDataDot11* dot11, 
    Message* msg) 
{ 
    DOT11_BeaconFrame* beacon = 
        (DOT11_BeaconFrame*) MESSAGE_ReturnPacket(m sg); 
 
 DOT11_StationsApListItem* listItem; 
 
 clocktype beaconTravelTime =  
  getSimTime(node) - beacon->timeStamp; 
 
    MacDot11Trace(node, dot11, msg, "Receive"); 
 
    // Count all beacons received 
 dot11->beaconPacketsGot++; 
 
 if (dot11->useHandoff) { 
  // If this is the first beacon received by a statio n, start handoff 
timer 
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  if (dot11->beaconPacketsGot == 1 && !MacDot11IsAp(dot1 1)) { 
   MacDot11StartHandoffTimer(node, dot11, dot11->ha ndoffTimer); 
  } 
 
  listItem = MacDot11StationsApListGetItemWithGiven Address(node, dot11, 
beacon->hdr.sourceAddr); 
  if (listItem == NULL) { 
   // Beacon received from new AP 
   MacDot11StationsApListAddAp(node, dot11, beacon- >hdr.sourceAddr, 
beaconTravelTime); 
  } 
  else  { 
   listItem->data->beaconPacketsGot++; 
   listItem->data->beaconTravelTime += beaconTravel Time; 
  } 
 } 
  
 if  ( MacDot11IsBssStation(dot11) ){ 
        if ( MacDot11IsFrameFromMyAP(dot11, beacon->hdr.source Addr)) { 
            MacDot11StationProcessBeacon(node, dot1 1, msg); 
        } 
 
        if ( MacDot11IsAssociationDynamic(dot11) && 
            !MacDot11IsStationJoined(dot11) ) { 
 
            MacDot11ManagementProcessFrame(node, do t11, msg); 
        } 
 
#if  DOT11_ENABLE_CFP 
    } else  if  (MacDot11IsPC(dot11)) { 
        MacDot11CfpPcCheckBeaconOverlap(node, dot11 , msg); 
#endif 
 
    } else  { 
 
        // BSS station (also AP) receives beacon from outsi de BSS. 
        // IBSS station receives beacon. 
 
        clocktype newNAV = 
            beacon->timeStamp 
            + EPSILON_DELAY; 
 
        if  (newNAV > dot11->NAV) { 
            MacDot11StationCancelTimer(node, dot11) ; 
            MacDot11StationResetBackoffAndAckVariab les(node, dot11); 
            dot11->NAV = newNAV; 
        } 
    } 
 
 if (DEBUG_BEACON) { 
  char  timeStamp[100]; 
 
  ctoa(beaconTravelTime, timeStamp); 
  DOT11_ManagementVars* mngmtVars = 
   (DOT11_ManagementVars *) dot11->mngmtVars; 
 
  printf("Beacon traveltime is %s, from addr %u\n",  timeStamp, beacon-
>hdr.sourceAddr); 
  printf("Current AP is %u\n", mngmtVars->apAddr); 
 } 
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} // MacDot11ProcessBeacon  
 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
//  NAME:        MacDot11StationsApListAddAp 
//  PURPOSE:     Add an AP to this stations AP list  
//  PARAMETERS:  Node* node 
//                  Pointer to node 
//               MacDataDot11* dot11 
//                  Pointer to Dot11 structure 
//     NodeAddress 
//     Address of the new AP 
//     clocktype 
//     Time it took a beacon to travel from the new  AP 
//  RETURN:      None 
//  ASSUMPTION:  None 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
void  MacDot11StationsApListAddAp( 
 Node* node, 
 MacDataDot11* dot11, 
 NodeAddress apAddr, 
 clocktype beaconTravelTime) 
{ 
 DOT11_StationsAp *ap = (DOT11_StationsAp*) 
        MEM_malloc( sizeof (DOT11_StationsAp)); 
 
 ap->apAddr = apAddr; 
 ap->beaconPacketsGot = 1; 
 ap->beaconTravelTime = beaconTravelTime; 
 
 MacDot11StationsApListInsert(node, dot11, dot11->s tationsApList, ap); 
} 
 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
//  NAME:        MacDot11StartHandoffTimer 
//  PURPOSE:     Start a handoff timer 
//  PARAMETERS:  Node* node 
//                  Pointer to node 
//               MacDataDot11* dot11 
//                  Pointer to Dot11 structure 
//     clocktype timerDelay 
//     Delay of timer 
//  RETURN:      None 
//  ASSUMPTION:  None 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
void  MacDot11StartHandoffTimer( 
 Node* node, 
 MacDataDot11* dot11, 
 clocktype timerDelay) 
{ 
 Message* newMsg; 
 dot11->timerSequenceNumber++; 
   
 newMsg = MESSAGE_Alloc(node, 
       MAC_LAYER, 
       MAC_PROTOCOL_DOT11, 
       MSG_MAC_DOT11_HandoffTimerExpired); 
   
 MESSAGE_SetInstanceId( 
  newMsg, 
  ( short ) dot11->myMacData->interfaceIndex); 
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 MESSAGE_InfoAlloc( 
       node, 
       newMsg, 
       sizeof (dot11->timerSequenceNumber)); 
 
 *(( int *)(newMsg->info)) = dot11->timerSequenceNumber; 
 
 printf("Starting timer\n"); 
 MESSAGE_Send(node, newMsg, timerDelay); 
 
 dot11->handoffSequenceNumber = dot11->timerSequenc eNumber; 
} 
 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
//  NAME:        MacDot11CheckIfCloserApIsAvailable  
//  PURPOSE:     Check if there is an AP closer tha n the currently 
//     associated 
//  PARAMETERS:  Node* node 
//                  Pointer to node 
//               MacDataDot11* dot11 
//                  Pointer to Dot11 structure 
//  RETURN:      None 
//  ASSUMPTION:  None 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
void  MacDot11CheckIfCloserApIsAvailable( 
 Node* node, 
 MacDataDot11* dot11) 
{ 
 DOT11_StationsApListItem* item = 
  (DOT11_StationsApListItem*)MacDot11StationsApList GetFirst(node, 
dot11); 
 DOT11_StationsApListItem* temp; 
 DOT11_StationsApListItem* currentAp; 
 DOT11_ManagementVars* mngmtVars =  
  (DOT11_ManagementVars*)dot11->mngmtVars; 
  
 int  apsInList = dot11->stationsApList->size; 
 int  travelTimeFromCurrentAp; 
  
 currentAp = (DOT11_StationsApListItem*) 
  MacDot11StationsApListGetItemWithGivenAddress(nod e, dot11, mngmtVars-
>apAddr); 
  
 // Only check traveltime if connected to an AP 
 if (currentAp != NULL) 
  travelTimeFromCurrentAp = (currentAp->data->beaco nTravelTime / 
currentAp->data->beaconPacketsGot); 
  
 printf("Number of APs detected = %d\n", 
   dot11->stationsApList->size); 
 
 // If more than one AP is heard, determine which is  closest 
 for ( int  i=0; i<apsInList; i++) {   
  // Remove APs that are out of range 
  if (item->data->beaconPacketsGot == 0) { 
   temp = item; 
   item = MacDot11StationsApListGetNextItem(node, d ot11, item); 
   MacDot11StationsApListItemRemove(node, dot11, do t11->stationsApList, 
temp); 
  } 
  else  { 
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   if (item->data->apAddr != currentAp->data->apAddr) { 
    if ((item->data->beaconTravelTime / item->data->beacon PacketsGot) < 
travelTimeFromCurrentAp) { 
     // Only attempt handover if the station isn't busy 
     if  ((dot11->state == DOT11_S_WFJOIN) || 
      (dot11->state == DOT11_S_WFDATA) || 
      (dot11->state == DOT11_S_IDLE) ) { 
       mngmtVars->tempTime = getSimTime(node); 
       // Disassociate from current AP 
       MacDot11ManagementMyDisassociate(node, dot11 ); 
       // Set new AP address 
       mngmtVars->apAddr = item->data->apAddr; 
       // Authenticate and associate with the closer AP 
       MacDot11ManagementAuthenticate(node, dot11);  
     } 
    } 
   } 
   item->data->beaconPacketsGot = 0; 
   item->data->beaconTravelTime = 0; 
   item = MacDot11StationsApListGetNextItem(node, d ot11, item); 
  } 
 } 
 MacDot11StartHandoffTimer(node, dot11, dot11->hand offTimer); 
} 
 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
/*! 
 * \brief  Disassociate from the current AP 
 * 
 * \param node      Node*           : Pointer to no de 
 * \param dot11     MacDataDot11*   : Pointer to Do t11 structure 
  
 * \return          NONE. 
 */ 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
void  MacDot11ManagementMyDisassociate( 
 Node* node, 
 MacDataDot11* dot11) 
{ 
 DOT11_ManagementVars* mngmtVars = 
        (DOT11_ManagementVars *) dot11->mngmtVars; 
 
 // Deauthenticate and disassociate 
    dot11->stationAuthenticated = FALSE; 
    dot11->stationAssociated = FALSE; 
 
    //GuiStart 
    if  (node->guiOption ){ 
 
        int  nodeId = MAPPING_GetNodeIdFromInterfaceAddress( 
            node, 
            mngmtVars->apAddr); 
 
        GUI_DeleteLink( 
            node->nodeId, 
            nodeId, 
            (GuiLayers) MAC_LAYER, 
            getSimTime(node)); 
 
    } 
    //GuiEnd 
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    mngmtVars->apAddr = INVALID_ADDRESS; 
} 
 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
/*! 
 * \brief  Join a new AP 
 * 
 * \param node      Node*           : Pointer to no de 
 * \param dot11     MacDataDot11*   : Pointer to Do t11 structure 
 * \param apAddr NodeAddress  : Address to new AP  
 
 * \return          NONE. 
 */ 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
void  MacDot11ManagementMyJoin( 
 Node* node, 
 MacDataDot11* dot11, 
 NodeAddress apAddr) 
{ 
 DOT11_ManagementVars* mngmtVars = 
        (DOT11_ManagementVars *) dot11->mngmtVars; 
 
 mngmtVars->tempTime = getSimTime(node); 
  
 // Authenticate and Associate 
 dot11->stationAuthenticated = TRUE; 
    dot11->stationAssociated = TRUE; 
  
 // Set address to new AP 
 mngmtVars->apAddr = apAddr; 
} 
 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
/*! 
 * \brief  Join has completed. Assign AP 
 * 
 * \param node      Node*           : Pointer to no de 
 * \param dot11     MacDataDot11*   : Pointer to Do t11 structure 
 
 * \return          int             : Error code 
 */ 
//------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
int  MacDot11ManagementJoinCompleted( 
    Node* node, 
    MacDataDot11* dot11) 
{ 
 
    int  result = DOT11_R_FAILED; 
 
    DOT11_ManagementVars* mngmtVars = 
        (DOT11_ManagementVars *) dot11->mngmtVars; 
 
 mngmtVars->handoffTime[mngmtVars->numHandoffs++] =  (getSimTime(node) - 
mngmtVars->tempTime); 
 mngmtVars->totalHandoffTime += (getSimTime(node) -  mngmtVars->tempTime); 
 mngmtVars->tempTime = 0; 
 
    if  (MacDot11IsAp(dot11)) {  // ACCESS POINT 
        ERROR_ReportError("MacDot11ManagementJoinCo mpleted:" 
                          " AP mode cannot perform join complete.\n"); 
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        result = DOT11_R_NOT_SUPPORTED; 
 
    } else  {  // STATION 
        // Check if joined 
        if  (!MacDot11IsStationJoined(dot11)) { 
            printf("Node: %d Authenticate: %d Assoc iat: %d\n", 
                   node->nodeId, 
                   dot11->stationAuthenticated, 
                   dot11->stationAssociated); 
 
            ERROR_ReportError("MacDot11ManagementJo inCompleted:" 
                              " Station already joi ned.\n"); 
        } 
 
        // Set the BSS AP address for this station 
     dot11->bssAddr = mngmtVars->apAddr; 
 
        if  (DEBUG_MANAGEMENT){ 
            char  buf[MAX_STRING_LENGTH]; 
 
            sprintf(buf, "MacDot11ManagementJoinCom plete: " 
                    "Station %d joined with AP %u w ith with SSID %s ", 
                    node->nodeId, dot11->bssAddr, 
                    dot11->stationMIB->dot11Desired SSID); 
            ERROR_ReportWarning(buf); 
        } 
 
        MacDot11ManagementSetState( 
            node, 
            dot11, 
            DOT11_S_M_JOINED); 
 
        MacDot11StationSetState(node, 
            dot11, 
            DOT11_S_IDLE); 
 
        MacDot11ManagementCheckForOutgoingPacket( 
            node, 
            dot11); 
 
        // GuiStart 
        if  (node->guiOption ){ 
 
///            GUI_SetEffect(GUI_ADD_LINK, 
//                (GuiLayers) MAC_LAYER, 
//                0, 
//                GUI_DRAW_LINK, 
//                GUI_BLUE); 
 
            int  nodeId = MAPPING_GetNodeIdFromInterfaceAddress(nod e, 
mngmtVars->apAddr); 
 
            GUI_AddLink(node->nodeId, nodeId, 
                (GuiLayers) MAC_LAYER, GUI_WIRELESS _LINK_TYPE, 
                0, 0, 
                getSimTime(node)); 
 
 
 
        } 
        //GuiEnd 
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        result = DOT11_R_OK; 
    } 
 
    return  result; 
} // MacDot11ManagementJoinCompleted  
 
 
 




